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Abstract. Vehicle re-identification (Re-ID) is the task aiming to iden-
tify the same vehicle from images captured by different cameras. Re-
cent years have seen various appearance-based approaches focusing only
on global features or exploring local features to obtain more subtle de-
tails which can alleviate the subtle inter-instance problem. However,
few emphasize the spatial geometrical structure relationship among lo-
cal regions or between the global region and local regions. To explore
above-mentioned spatial structure relationship, this paper proposes a
hierarchical spatial structural graph convolutional network (HSS-GCN)
for vehicle Re-ID, in which we firstly construct a hierarchical spatial
structural graph with the global region and local regions as nodes and
a two-hierarchy relationship as edges, and later learning discriminative
structure features with a GCN module under the constraints of met-
ric learning. To augment the performance of our proposed network, we
jointly combine the classification loss with metric learning loss. Extensive
experiments conducted on the public VehicleID and VeRi-776 datasets
validate the effectiveness of our approach in comparison with recent
works.
Keywords: Vehicle re-identification · Graph convolution network · Deep
learning.
1 Introduction
Vehicle re-identification (vehicle Re-ID) which aims to identify the same vehi-
cle from cross-cameras, has attracted much attention in the computer vision
community. Vehicle Re-ID has been widely applied in urban surveillance sce-
narios such as traffic management and security. Despite recent progress, this
task still remains challenging since different vehicles present similar appearances
when captured with similar angles and illumination conditions, i.e., subtle inter-
instance variance.
Early research studies [1, 7, 19] mainly utilized different deep convolutional
networks to extract global features and then proposed different loss functions
for the network. Considering that global feature lacks detailed information (e.g.,
light and brand details), more approaches [4, 8, 16] focus on extracting local
features as a supplement for global features in order to alleviate the subtle inter-
instance challenge. Liu et al. [8] used global and local branches to perform clas-
sification tasks respectively. In the local branch, the feature map is divided into
three overlapping local feature maps for later extraction. He et al. [4] utilized
object detection algorithms to detect local areas like vehicle lights and windows
and then extracted local features for classification tasks. Recent works turn to
aggregate local and global features. For example, Wang et al. [16] obtained view-
point representation by fusing weighted local features of key points via linear
operations.
However, most existing works either pay attention to discriminative feature
learning including global and local feature or metric learning to learn an embed-
ding. Few emphasize the intrinsic structure of the vehicle to assist distinguishing
inter-class subtleties, especially the spatial relationship among local parts. View-
ing that vehicle as essentially a rigid object, such structure information can be
modelled as a graph. Meanwhile, inspired by the powerful graph convolutional
network (GCN), we propose a hierarchical spatial structural graph convolutional
network (HSS-GCN) for vehicle Re-ID. Specifically, we first construct a graph
with one global node and five local nodes. Edges are assigned in a two-hierarchy
manner, one denotes the relationship between the global node and local nodes
and the other one indicates the relationship between pairs of local nodes. Then
we feed the constructed graph into the GCN module to learn a more discrimi-
native structure representation while incorporating global and local features. To
further boost the performance, we also utilize a combination of classification loss
and metric learning loss to adapt to our framework.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as:
– We propose a hierarchical spatial structural graph to contain the structural
information among local regions and that between local regions and global
image.
– We utilize a GCN module to incorporate the geometrical structural infor-
mation so as to extract structural features from the proposed hierarchical
spatial structural graph.
– Extensive comparison experiments and ablation studies on the benchmark




Most of the existing work rely on extracting robust features. Liu et al. [9] used
hand-crafted descriptors to extract local texture and colour features of the vehi-
cle. Liao et al. [6] proposed LOMO descriptor to learn a more stable feature. He
et al. [4] proposed a part-regularized method and considered local part such as
vehicle windows, brands and lights to learn more discriminate global features.
Liu et al. [8] proposed RAM by dividing the network into four branches includ-
ing the conv branch, BN branch, regional branch, and attribute branch to learn
global, local and attribute features. Zhou [21] proposed a VAMI model consist-
ing of an attention model and a GAN architecture to predict multi-viewpoint
features from single-view input, and improve the model’s robustness to multiple
view problem in vehicle Re-ID task. Wang et al. [16] mined the vehicle viewpoint
information by extracting invariant orientation features.
2.2 GCN and GCN in Vehicle Re-ID
Graph convolutional network (GCN) is a network that can extract the spatial
features of the graph structure. In recent years, GCN has been used in multi-
ple computer vision tasks, such as video classification [5], skeleton-based action
recognition [17] and social relation recognition [11]. Recent Re-ID approaches
also utilize GCN in person Re-ID field [14,18]. Shen et al. [14] proposed SGGNN
to learn the relation between probe images and gallery images by building a pair-
wise relation graph. Yang et al. [18] focused on video-based tasks and proposed
an STGCN to learn temporal relations from different frames and spatial rela-
tions within a frame. However, these works all focus on person re-identification
task. Liu et al. [12] proposed a Parsing-guided Cross-part Reasoning Network
(PCRNet) to extract part-level features and then adopted a GCN to explore the
relations between different parts. However, this work requires to train an image
segmentation model on the established Multi-grained Vehicle Parsing (MVP)
dataset in advance.
3 Methodology
To tackle the problem of vehicle re-identification, we propose a hierarchical spa-
tial structural graph convolution network (HSS-GCN) to learn the structure
information in a hierarchical manner, aiming to aggregate the global and local
features. In particular, we formulate the structure information as a graph with
one global node and five local nodes, which represents the overall image and
five uniformly-cropped regions of the image. Edges are assigned to those pairs
of local nodes with spatial adjacency relationship and pair of the global node
and local nodes. The overall framework takes triplets as input and jointly utilize
the classification loss and metric learning to enhance the expressive power of
the proposed network. Notice that our framework consists of two branches for
extracting global representation and structure feature via a global module and
GCN module, respectively.
3.1 Global Module
The global module is designed to extract global representation of the input for
classification tasks. In the module, we adopt ResNet-50 to implement the feature
extraction. Meanwhile, we retain the global feature maps and then feed them
into the local branch in section 3.2 to further explore the structural information
between the global image and local regions.
3.2 GCN Module with Hierarchical Spatial Graph
The GCN module aims to learn structural feature from a graph representing the
relationship between global and local regions.
Fig. 1: The overall framework of the proposed HSS-GCN method.
The graph is constructed with six nodes including five local nodes and one
global node. In general, the middle part of the image contains rich local details
because the vehicle is cropped to the middle by the object detection algorithms.
Meanwhile, the vehicle is a rigid object and the information of the key points
representing the shape of the vehicle usually fall in the four corners of the image.
Therefore, we represent the four corners and the middle region of the image as
the local nodes because those area contain different discriminative local features.
As shown in the GCN module in Fig. 1, to represent the five local nodes in the
graph, we uniformly crop the global feature maps into five regions including
the upper-left, upper-right, middle, down-left, and down-right of the feature. In
order to ensure the robustness of the information contained in each region to
the perspective projection effect in the image, we set the length of the region
to two-thirds of the length of the image and allow overlap between the local
regions. We further introduce the whole image as the global node. After pooling
layers, the features of the six nodes in the HSS graph are represented as fglobal,
ful, fur, fmid, fdl and fdr, respectively.
The edges in the graph are assigned in a two-hierarchy manner, as illustrated
in Fig. 1, the dotted lines indicate the relationships between the global image
and local regions. The solid lines denote the relationships between pairs of local
regions.
Following Kipf [5], a two-layer GCN module is utilized to extract the struc-
tural features from the proposed graph. The output features of the six nodes are
then concatenated as fGCN to implement metric learning.
3.3 Joint Optimization of Multiple Losses
As illustrated in Fig. 1, we use the triplet loss Ltriplet and softmax loss Lsoftmax
respectively after the GCN module and the global module to do metric learning
and classification task. In this work, the triplet loss and the softmax loss are
jointly learned. Thus the final loss function is represented as,
Ltotal = Ltriplet + Lsoftmax (1)
4 Experiments
In this paper, we evaluate our HSS-GCN on two common datasets VehicleID [7]
and VeRi-776 [10] with Cumulative Matching Characteristic (CMC) and mean
Average Precision (mAP), which are two common evaluation metrics used for
the Vehicle ID tasks. CMC@K is often used to represent the hit accuracy of the
top K retrieval results. mAP calculates the mean average precision for all query
images.
4.1 Experiment settings
In this work, ResNet is used for extracting basic features of input images and
is pre-trained on ImageNet [2]. The resolution of the input images is resized to
256 × 256. The batch size is set as 32 for VehicleID, in which the number of
the IDs per batch is 8 while the number of images per ID is 4. For VeRi, the
batch size is set as 16 with 4 IDs per batch. In each mini-batch, Adam optimizer
is adopted to train the network with the weight decay of 0.0005 and the initial
learning rate of 0.00005. Learning rate starts decaying exponentially at epoch
200 for VehicleID while at epoch 1300 for VeRi-776. Our model is implemented
by PyTorch, a popular deep learning framework. The network is trained and
tested on 4 paralleling 12G NVIDIA TITAN XP GPUs.
4.2 Experimental Results and Analysis
Table 1: Performance comparison on the VehicleID.
Method
VehicleID-800 VehicleID-1600 VehicleID-2400
Rank-1 Rank-5 mAP Rank-1 Rank-5 mAP Rank-1 Rank-5 mAP
LOMO [6] 0.198 0.320 - 0.189 0.292 - 0.153 0.253 -
CCL [7] 0.436 0.642 0.492 0.370 0.571 0.448 0.329 0.533 0.386
Mixed Diff+CCL [7] 0.490 0.735 0.546 0.428 0.668 0.481 0.382 0.616 0.455
XVGAN [20] 0.529 0.808 - 0.496 0.714 - 0.449 0.667 -
C2F-Rank [3] 0.611 0.817 0.635 0.562 0.762 0.600 0.514 0.722 0.530
VAMI [21] 0.631 0.833 - 0.529 0.751 - 0.473 0.703 -
FDA-Net [13] - - - 0.598 0.771 0.653 0.555 0.747 0.618
HSS-GCN(Ours) 0.727 0.918 0.773 0.679 0.878 0.724 0.624 0.843 0.661
Results on VehicleID Dataset In Table 1, we compare our proposed method
with some state-of-the-art methods. It can be observed that our method achieves
the best performance compared with others, obtaining 0.727 Rank-1 accuracy
and 0.773 mAP on VehicleID-800. C2F-Rank [3] proposed four levels of losses to
learn multi-grained structured feature. As can be seen from Table 1, our method
outperforms C2F-Rank by 13.1% in mAP and by 11% in Rank-1 accuracy on
VehicleID-2400. Compared with VAMI [21] that focuses on using GANs to create
fake images with different views and learn multi-view features, our method has
15.1% improvements on Rank-1 accuracy on VehicleID-2400. Such significant
improvements demonstrate that the structural feature learned by our method is
more useful and effective.
Results on VeRi-776 Dataset Table 2 illustrates the performance of different
approaches on VeRi-776. Our proposed HSS-GCN yields 64.4% mAP which out-
performs methods focusing on multi-viewpoint learning [6, 20]. Compared with
the approach [10] which uses the license plate and spatial-temporal information
as auxiliary information, our method achieves 17.1% mAP improvement which
demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed HSS-GCN.




LOMO [6] 0.253 0.465 0.096-
FACT [9] 0.510 0.735 0.185
FACT+Plate-SNN+STR [10] 0.614 0.788 0.277
XVGAN [20] 0.602 0.770 0.247
Siamese Visual [15] 0.411 0.603 0.295
HSS-GCN (Ours) 0.644 0.861 0.448
Fig. 2: Examples of Rank-5 retrieval results on VehicleID in single-gallery-shot
condition.
4.3 Ablation study
In this section, we conduct several ablation studies to analyze the contributions
of the proposed GCN module with hierarchical spatial graph and explore the
effectiveness of the joint learning in our framework on VehicleID and VeRi-
776 datasets, as shown in Table 3. The ResNet50 + Tripletglobal refers to a
baseline using the global features for learning the metric representation, while the
ResNet50+TripletGCN and HSS−GCN : ResNet50+TripletGCN+Softmax
refer to our GCN module and the whole model, respectively. As shown in Table
3, ResNet50 + TripletGCN do improve the result compared with ResNet50 +
Tripletglobal. The joint learning method boosts performance when only adopting
metric learning. The numerical results demonstrate the improvement achieved
by our GCN module and the joint learning strategy.
In particular, to visualize the effectiveness of our model, the Rank-5 retrieval
results of four example query images from VehicleID are shown in Fig. 2. In
each subgraph, the first, second and third row show top five images returned by
ResNet50 + Tripletglobal, our ResNet50 + TripletGCN and HSS-GCN respec-
tively. Images with light blue box denote queries while the images with green
boxes and red boxes are correct and incorrect retrieve results, respectively. Ex-
cept for Fig. 2(d), our HSS-GCN has successfully retrieved the correct sample at
the 1st position. Although the HSS-GCN does not get the best results on Rank-
1, it performs the best within the three methods while ResNet50+TripletGCN
we proposed ranks second, which demonstrate the effectiveness of our model.
To conclude, the ablation experiments validate the effectiveness of our ap-
proach as the statistic and visualization results show that our GCN module with
hierarchical spatial graph and the joint learning strategy both play important
roles in the effectiveness of the Re-ID model.
Table 3: Ablation study.
Method
VehicleID-800 VehicleID-1600 VehicleID-2400 VeRi-776
Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP
ResNet50 + Tripletglobal 0.623 0.662 0.561 0.602 0.496 0.525 0.540 0.304
ResNet50 + TripletGCN 0.701 0.736 0.626 0.677 0.570 0.611 0.560 0.323
HSS-GCN:ResNet50 + TripletGCN+Softmax 0.727 0.773 0.679 0.724 0.624 0.661 0.644 0.448
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a hierarchical spatial structural graph convolutional
network (HSS-GCN) for vehicle Re-ID. The HSS-GCN model first constructs a
spatial structural graph with one global node and five local nodes in a hierarchical
manner. Then the GCN module is used to learn a more discriminative structural
representation among local regions and between global images and local regions.
To boost the performance of our framework, metric learning is combined with
the classification metric. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
methodology achieves promising performances on the VehicleID and VeRi-776
datasets.
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